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Market Review and Outlook
Volatility is here to stay

Main highlights
• EU: European stability, once again, came under
pressure due to political developments in Italy.
As a result, peripheral bonds underperformed, in
particular financial issuers. The ECB announced that
they will phase out the bond purchasing program by
the end of the year.
• US: The Fed maintained the hiking path with
the seventh rate hike since 2015, causing the US
Treasury yield curve to flatten further. CCC and
Distressed credit rallied as investors sought returns
in industries and credits that continue to be subject
to a high level of disruption.
• EM: An increase in market volatility and concerns
about the effects of protectionist trade policy from
the US dampened investor appetite to allocate to
EM. Fundamentally, EM corporates are in a good
shape though as default rates are at cyclical lows.

Europe
Investment Grade by Nordea
The quarter started with some relief during April due to
more solid economic growth indicators as the Eurozone
outlook showed some signs of bettering and stabilisation.
The more positive note at the beginning of the quarter soon
came to a halt and credit spreads started to drift wider for
the rest of the quarter. The change in investor sentiment
caused higher beta names in terms of lower rated bonds and
financials bonds to widen the most. Over the full course of
the quarter non-financial investment grade corporate bonds
widened by 22 bps (to 115 bps) while the full investment
grade universe widened by 25 bps (to 122 bps). Although all
rating classes posted negative absolute returns the negative
spread performance was somewhat offset by dropping government yields. The German sovereign curve flattened as 2y
yields dropped by 10 bps and 5y by 23 bps.
*investing for their own account – according to MiFID definition

Trade war rhetoric and rising political risk in Europe were
the main drivers behind risk aversion and subsequent higher
market volatility during the last two months of the quarter.
The political situation in Italy led to tensions in the market as
a populist government was formed, which yet again raised
concerns over Italian budget deficits and not least the stability of the Euro. The negative impact was broad based but
most pronounced for bonds from financial issuers. The Italian
government leader focused to dampen the worries and communicated Italian support to the Euro. Trade war tensions
escalated and triggered concerns about the dampening effect on global economic growth.
The ECB announced that they will half the bond purchasing
program during Q4 2018 and eventually phase it out by the
end of the year. This will supposedly have a negative effect
on bonds eligible for ECB acquisitions.
The covered bond market delivered positive returns in Q2,
+0.23 % as measured by the iBoxx EUR Covered Bond Index. April was the calmest of the three months, with only a
small decrease in yields and a tiny widening of covered bond
spreads. In May, the formation of the new Italian government
had made the market in general very nervous and the iBoxx
EUR covered index widened by 4 bps. Italy was the worst
performing country and the IBOXX Italy widened 32 bps.
Also, Spain and Portugal widened more than average 12 bps.
Germany, France and Scandinavia in general outperformed
and their respective bonds traded unchanged in May. This
movement in credit spreads however was more than offset
by the yield movement with the EUR 5Y swap yield decreasing by 11 bps. This pattern continued in June, but at a much
lower pace and less extreme movement in the widening of
spreads and the tightening of yields.
Q2 issuance in covered bonds has been supported by the
general risk off sentiment in the market that makes it difficult for banks to issue bonds further down in the credit
structure. Overall, covered bonds managed the current turmoil in the financial markets very well and proofed once
again to be one of the most resilient fixed income asset
classes in volatile market environments.

European High Yield spreads widened by 68bps to 400bps
during Q2 leading to a –1.01 % market return with the major
source of volatility being concerns regarding political developments in Italy and the potential impact on the economy. Worries regarding (dis)integration and the stability of the Eurozone
was not the only theme as another source of volatility was the
increasing concerns regarding escalating protectionism.
Despite the volatility, the fundamentals of the European High
Yield market remain sound with very low default rates (<1 %)
and a favourable rating upgrade/downgrade dynamic. In Q2,
the returns of the different rating categories were: BB –1.2 %, B
–0.4 % and the CCC-rated bonds returned –1.5 %, as measured
by the Merrill Lynch European Currency High Yield Constrained
Index. The best performing sectors within the benchmark were
Media, Technology & Electronics and Healthcare while the worst
performing sectors were Insurance, Transportation and Energy.
Fundamentals within European High Yield continue to look
healthy with high interest rate coverage ratios and leverage
remaining at overall healthy levels.
EU Covered vs. Investment Grade vs. High Yield market
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1) iBoxx EUR Covered Bond Index. Source: Analytics. Date: 30.06.2018. 2) Merrill Lynch EMU Corporate
Bonds Index. Source: Bloomberg (ER00 ticker). Date: 30.06.2018. 3) Merrill Lynch European Currency
High Yield Constrained – Total Return Index (100 % EUR Hedged). Source: Bloomberg (HPC0 ticker).
Date: 30.06.2018. The performance represented is historical; past performance is not a reliable
indicator of future results and investors may not recover the full amount invested.

US
Investment Grade & High Yield by MacKay
Shields LLC
As expected, the Federal Reserve raised the fed funds target
rate by 25 bps in June to 1.75 – 2.00 %. The Fed maintained its
hawkish stance by signalling for two more rate hikes during
the back half of the year and potentially three more in 2019.
Although the US economy grew at a slightly slower rate in the
first quarter than previously estimated (2 % vs 2.2 %), second
quarter growth is expected to be considerably stronger.
The US Treasury yield curve flattened further during the
quarter as the difference between the 2–year and 10–year

rates narrowed to 33 bps. The potential for an inverted
curve remains a near-term risk as this indicator has typically signalled an impending recession.
US Investment Grade corporate spreads widened 14 bps to
123 bps during the quarter, according to Bloomberg Barclays
index data. Lower quality BBB rated credits widened further
than higher quality credits, while the long-end of the curve
underperformed shorter and intermediate maturities. At an
industry level, financials fared a little better during the quarter but still lag industrials for the year. It is also worth noting
that Investment Grade corporate net issuance fell about 26 %
during the first half of the year, based on data published by
Barclays. Some of this can be attributed to the recent tax reform, which incentivized issuers to repatriate overseas cash.
US High Yield spreads tightened by 1 bps during the Q2 to 371
bps, according to ICE BofA Merrill Lynch. While spreads were
little changed for the market as a whole, performance by rating category diverged dramatically as BB spreads widened by
16 bps while CCC and Distressed credit saw dramatic spread
tightening. Consequently, the lowest quality part of the market
dramatically outperformed during the second quarter. Longer
duration bonds lagged once again during the quarter, but the
underperformance was much less pronounced than during
the first quarter. The rally in the more challenged parts of
the market continued during the second quarter as investors
sought returns in industries and credits that continue to be
subject to a high level of disruption such as telecom (especially
satellites), energy and retail. The banking sector was weaker
as bonds issued by foreign banks were under pressure in part
due to political developments in Europe. High yield issuance
slowed during the second quarter and at $53.5 billion was
the lowest new issue quarter since 4Q 2016, according to JP
Morgan. Market volatility continued to keep many companies
on the sideline and investors were also requiring greater new
issue concessions as the 2017 vintage of new issue bonds has
generally underperformed during the first half of 2018.
The US economy remains entrenched in one of its longest recoveries on record. Unemployment is low, core inflation is below
the Federal Reserve’s 2 % target and both monetary and fiscal
policies remain relatively stimulative. The recent tax cuts have
supported earnings growth in 2018. While credit conditions are
tightening slowly, it’s important to keep in mind that Federal
Reserve policy is to provide guidance rather than gospel. Data
dependency will remain paramount and the central bank has a
watchful eye on the inflation data. Historically, inflation has risen
when the unemployment fell below 5 % – a threshold crossed
nearly two years ago. A shifting demographic landscape has
likely contributed to the lack of meaningful wage pressures.
US Investment Grade vs. High Yield market
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4) Bloomberg Barclays Capital US Credit Index. Source: © 2018 Barclays Bank PLC. All rights reserved. Member SIPC. Date 30.06.2018. 5) Merrill Lynch US High Yield Master II – Total Return Index. Source: Bloomberg
(H0A0 ticker). Date: 30.06.2018. The performance represented is historical; past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results and investors may not recover the full amount invested.

Emerging Markets

Emerging Corporates by T. Rowe Price
Emerging markets corporate debt produced negative total
returns of –1.77 % in Q2, as measured by the J.P. Morgan
CEMBI Broad Diversified Index. Underlying corporate and
macro fundamentals remained supportive. Market technicals were roughly balanced, though skewed negatively,
throughout the quarter, with periods of outflows being met
with reduced new supply.
Corporate credit spreads continued to widen from the tightest levels since the end of the global financial crisis. An increase in market volatility and concerns about the effects of
protectionist trade policy from the US dampened investor
risk appetite. On average, investment-grade issues outperformed high yield securities, though both were negative.
All corporate sectors were negative for the quarter, led by
losses in real estate and metals and mining sectors. Emerging European and Latin American corporates produced the
weakest returns, with all regions declining.
Emerging markets corporate bond gross issuance for the
quarter was around $94 billion. Asian issuers accounted for
the majority of new quarterly supply. New issues from Investment Grade companies continue to outpace those from
High Yield.
In its World Economic Outlook, the IMF maintained its
global growth forecasts for 2018 and 2019. The Chinese
central bank cut its reserve requirement ratio to encourage
bank lending in an effort to support economic growth that
is expected to moderate. China reported first-quarter GDP
growth of 6.8 %, the same rate as the previous two quarters.
Turkish assets were under pressure as President Erdogan
vowed to take greater control of monetary policy. The lira
plunged to an all-time low. The central bank defied Erdogan's wishes for lower rates by hiking rates twice during
the quarter as it responded to rising inflation and a weaker
lira. The central bank also simplified the country's complex
rate framework.
Argentina's central bank hiked rates several times to 40 %,
the world's highest rate, in an attempt to halt a precipitous
drop in the peso. The country reached an agreement with
the IMF for a larger-than-expected USD50 billion standby
arrangement to cover external financing needs.

Other elections in emerging markets countries went as expected: Venezuela re-elected Nicolas Maduro in an election
that was widely viewed as fraudulent. The US introduced
new sanctions. Colombia elected market-friendly Ivan
Duque as president as expected.
The long-term outlook for emerging markets corporate debt
is supported by secular tailwinds that include strong underlying economic growth, rising middle class wealth, improved
corporate governance, reduced external vulnerabilities, political reforms in key markets, and reduced contingent liabilities in the private sector. Also, the emerging market corporate default rate is at its cyclical low as the broad commodity
complex is supportive and companies have been able to extend bond maturities and buffer balance sheets.
EM IG, HY and CEMBI
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In Focus
Nordea 1 – European Covered Bond Fund
Nordea 1 – Low Duration European Covered Bond Fund
The turbulences we’ve experienced since the beginning of 2018 has convinced many that volatility has returned in the
European bond markets. After the first challenging weeks of January and February driven by rising interest rates (negative duration impact), European bond markets have been shaken again by the political turmoil in Italy, primarily in May
(negative credit impact). Many investors think there has been no place to hide and indeed most European bond categories suffered from both events and across all risk profiles, they are trading in negative territory YTD.
All of them? No, as once more one of the safest European bond markets, European covered bonds, showed particular
resilience and is one of the few Fixed Income asset classes with positive performance YTD.
Nordea Asset Management has considerable expertise in the covered bonds space, managing around €39bn of assets,
with a dedicated investment team focused on alpha generation. Nordea firmly believes skill, experience and active
management are required to navigate the intricacies of this inefficient market. Our investment strategy has well proven
itself: the Nordea 1 – European Covered Bond Fund has not only offered an impressive performance so far in 2018, but
has also been delivering a convincing track of alpha generation since its inception.

Resilient performance of the Nordea 1 – European Covered Bond Fund (N1–ECVBF)
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Source: © 2018 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved as at: 30.06.2018. European Open End Funds database. Period under consideration: 31.12.2017 – 30.06.2018. The performance represented is historical; past
performance is not a reliable indicator of future results and investors may not recover the full amount invested. The value of shares can greatly fluctuate as a result of the sub-fund’s investment policy and
is not guaranteed. Comparison with other financial products or benchmarks is only meant for indicative purposes. In the prospectus dated 30 January 2012 the Nordea 1 – Euro Bond Fund was renamed to
Nordea 1 - European Covered Bond Fund, the investment policy of the sub-fund was modified and the NAV history prior to this date is not used for performance measurement.

For investors who do not want a significant duration exposure, Nordea’s value offering has been extended to the
Nordea 1 – Low Duration European Covered Bond Fund in October 2017. The fund captures the compelling characteristics of the covered bond asset class, benefitting from the expertise and alpha capabilities of the investment
team, with a lower interest rate risk, as the portfolio hedges the duration to ≈ 1 year.

Nordea Fixed Income offering
The overview of our corporate credit offering ranked by performance
Nordea 1, SICAV

ISIN

Share
class

Average
weighted
rating

Performance
in Q2 2018
(in %)

Modified
duration
(years)

YTM
(in %)

North American High Yield Bond Fund

LU0826399429

BP-USD

B+

0.62

4.60

6.88

International High Yield Bond Fund – USD Hedged

LU0826393653

BP-USD

BB–

0.35

4.67

6.64

Low Duration US High Yield Bond Fund

LU0602537069

BP-USD

BB

0.34

1.75

4.77

B
A

1.04

European Covered Bond Fund

LU0076315455

BP-EUR

A+

0.16

5.43

US High Yield Bond Fund

LU0278531610

BP-USD

BB–

0.16

4.40B

6.07

Unconstrained Bond Fund – USD Hedged

LU0975281527

BP-USD

BBB

–0.29

1.13B

4.07

European Corporate Bond Fund Plus

LU0533593298

BI-EUR

A–

–0.35

C

5.10

1.45

Flexible Fixed Income Fund

LU0915365364

BP-EUR

A+I

–0.94

3.71I

1.87

US Corporate Bond Fund

LU0458979746

BP-USD

BBB+

–1.00

6.73

European High Yield Bond Fund

LU0141799501

BP-EUR

BB–

European Cross Credit Fund

LU0733673288

BP-EUR

BB+

Global High Yield Bond Fund

LU0476539324

BP-USD

European Financial Debt Fund

LU0772944145

Emerging Market Corporate Bond Fund

LU0634509870

Renminbi High Yield Bond Fund

LU1221952010

BP-CNH

Low Duration European Covered Bond Fund

LU1694212348

BP-EUR

B

4.20

–1.12

A

3.42

4.64

–1.18

3.56D

3.16

BB–

–1.59

4.54

5.74

BP-EUR

BBB–

–2.15

2.86

BP-USD

BB+

B
A

2.86

–2.42

5.65

6.32

E

–2.62

2.70

F

8.30G

A+

–H

1.89A

0.68J

BB–

A) Effective Duration. B) Effective Duration. Source: MacKay Shields LLC. C) Modified Duration to Worst. D) Duration to Worst. E) Source: Income Partners F) Effective Duration. Source: Income Partners. G) Yield to Worst.
Source: Income Partners. H) Due to local regulatory restrictions, we are not allowed to show performance on share classes less than 1 year old. I) Source: Multi Asset Team. J) Source: Nordea Investment Management
AB. Estimated yield over the next 12 months, based on current model portfolio and market conditions, assuming no change in portfolio holdings and no movement in interest rates and spreads.

Source (unless otherwise stated): Nordea Investment Funds S.A. Period under consideration (unless otherwise stated): 31.03.2018 – 30.06.2018. Performance calculated NAV to NAV (net of fees and Luxembourg taxes) in
the currency of the respective share class, gross income and dividends reinvested, excluding initial and exit charges as per 30.06.2018. Initial and exit charges could affect the value of the performance. The performance
represented is historical; past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results and investors may not recover the full amount invested. The value of shares can greatly fluctuate as a result of the sub-fund’s
investment policy and cannot be ensured. If the currency of the respective share class differs from the currency of the country where the investor resides the represented performance might vary due to currency fluctuations. The sub-funds mentioned are part of Nordea 1, SICAV, an open-ended Luxembourg-based investment company (Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable), validly formed and existing in accordance with the laws
of Luxembourg and with European Council Directive 2009/65/EC of 13 July 2009. This document is advertising material and does not disclose all relevant information concerning the presented sub-funds. Any investment
decision in the sub-funds should be made on the basis of the current prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID), which are available, along with the current annual and semi-annual reports, electronically in English and in the local language of the market where the mentioned SICAV is authorised for distribution, without charge upon request from Nordea Investment Funds S.A., 562, rue de Neudorf, P.O. Box 782, L-2017
Luxembourg, from the local representatives or information agents, or from our distributors. Investments in derivative and foreign exchange transactions may be subject to significant fluctuations which may affect the value
of an investment. Investments in Emerging Markets involve a higher element of risk. The value of shares can greatly fluctuate as a result of the sub-fund’s investment policy and cannot be ensured. Investments in
equity and debt instruments issued by banks could bear the risk of being subject to the bail-in mechanism (meaning that equity and debt instruments could be written down in order to ensure that most unsecured
creditors of an institution bear appropriate losses) as foreseen in EU Directive 2014/59/EU. For further details of investment risks associated with these sub-funds, please refer to the relevant Key Investor Information Document (KIID), available as described above. Nordea Investment Funds S.A. has decided to bear the cost for research, i.e. such cost is covered by existing fee arrangements (Management-/Administration-Fee).
Nordea Investment Funds S.A. only publishes product-related information and does not make any investment recommendations. Published by Nordea Investment Funds S.A., 562, rue de Neudorf, P.O. Box 782, L-2017 Luxembourg, which is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier in Luxembourg. Further information can be obtained from your financial advisor. He/she can advise you independently of Nordea Investment Funds S.A. Additional information for investors in Switzerland: The Swiss Representative and Paying Agent is BNP Paribas Securities Services, Paris, succursale de Zurich, Selnaustrasse 16, CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland. Additional information for investors in Germany: The Information Agent in Germany is Société Générale S.A. Frankfurt Branch, Neue Mainzer Straße 46-50, D-60311 Frankfurt am Main. A hard copy of the
above-mentioned fund documentation is also available from here. Additional information for investors in Austria: Sub-paying Agent and Representative in Austria is Erste Bank der Österreichischen Sparkassen AG, Am
Belvedere 1, A-1100 Vienna. Additional information for investors in the Netherlands: Nordea 1, SICAV is a Luxembourg Undertaking for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS) registered in the Netherlands
in the register kept by the AFM, and as such is allowed to offer its shares in the Netherlands. The AFM register can be consulted via www.afm.nl/register. Additional information for investors in France: With the authorisation of the AMF the shares of the sub-funds of Nordea 1, SICAV may be distributed in France. Centralising Correspondent in France is CACEIS Bank, located at 1-3, place Valhubert, 75013 Paris. Investors are advised to
conduct thorough research before making any investment decision. Additional information for investors in Belgium: The Representative Agent in Belgium is BNP Paribas Securities Services S.C.A., Brussels branch, 25
Rue de Loxum, Brussels, B-1000-Belgium. A hard copy of the above-mentioned fund documentation is available upon demand free of charge. Additional information for investors in Spain: Nordea 1, SICAV is duly registered
in the CNMV official registry of foreign collective investment institutions (entry no. 340) as authorised to be marketed to the public in Spain. The Depositary of the SICAV’s assets is, J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A. In Spain,
any investment must be made through the authorised distributors and on the basis of the information contained in the mandatory documentation that must be received from the SICAV’s authorised distributor prior to any
subscription. The Representative Agent is Allfunds Bank S.A., Paseo de la Castellana 9, ES-28046 Madrid, Spain. A complete list of the authorised distributors is available in the CNMV’s webpage (www.cnmv.es). Additional
information for investors in Portugal: The Management Company of the SICAV, Nordea Investment Funds, S.A., and the Depositary of the SICAV’s assets, J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., are validly formed and existing
in accordance with the laws of Luxembourg and authorized by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier in Luxembourg. Our distributor in Portugal is BEST - Banco Electrónico de Serviço Total, S.A., duly incorporated under the laws of Portugal and registered with the CMVM as a financial intermediary. Additional information for investors in Italy: Fund documentation as listed above is also available in Italy from the distributors
and on the website www.nordea.it. The updated list of distribution agents in Italy, grouped by homogenous category, is available from the distributors themselves, at State Street Bank International GmbH – Succursale Italia,
branches (located in the main towns of each region), BNP Paribas Securities Services - Succursale di Milano, Banca Sella Holding S.p.A, Banca Monte dei Paschi di Siena S.p.A., Allfunds Bank S.A. Succursale di Milano, Société Générale Securities Services S.p.A. and on the website www.nordea.it. Any requests for additional information should be sent to the distributors. Before investing, please read the prospectus and the KIID carefully.
We recommend that you read the most recent annual financial statement in order to be better informed about the fund’s investment policy. The prospectus and KIID for the sub-funds have been published with Consob.
Additional information for investors in the United Kingdom: Approved by Nordea Bank AB, 5 Aldermanbury Square, London EC2V 7AZ, which is regulated by the FCA in the United Kingdom. Additional information for
investors in Sweden: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank AB (publ), Smålandsgatan 17, Stockholm SE-105 71. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd, Swedish Branch, Mäster Samuelsgatan 21, Stockholm, SE-105 71.
Additional information for investors in Denmark: The Information and Paying Agent is Nordea Danmark, filial af Nordea Bank AB (publ), Sverige, Strandgade 3, Christiansbro, DK-1401 Copenhagen K. A hard copy of the
above-mentioned fund documentation is available here. Additional information for investors in Norway: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank AB (publ), Filial i Norge, Essendrops gate 7, Postboks 1166 Sentrum, NO-0107
Oslo. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd., Norwegian Branch, Essendrops gate 7, Postboks 1166 Sentrum, NO-0107 Oslo. Additional information for investors in Finland: The Paying Agent is Nordea Bank AB
(publ), Finnish Branch, Satamaradankatu 5, FI-00020 NORDEA, Helsinki. The Representative Agent is Nordea Funds Ltd, Satamaradankatu 5, FI-00020 NORDEA, Helsinki. Additional information for investors in Latvia:
The Representative and Paying Agent is Luminor Bank AS, Skanstes iela 12, Riga, LV-1013. Additional information for investors in Estonia: The Representative and Paying Agent in Estonia is Luminor Bank AS, Liivalaia 45,
10145 Tallinn. Additional information for investors in Lithuania: The Representative and Paying Agent in Lithuania is Luminor Bank AB, Konstitucijos pr. 21A , 03601 Vilnius. Shareholders must evaluate possible investment
risks and take this into consideration when making investment decisions. Information for investors in Brazil: Nordea 1, SICAV have not been, and will not be, registered with the CVM and may not be offered or sold in
Brazil except in circumstances which do not constitute a public offering or distribution under Brazilian laws and regulations. Investors within Brazil should consult with their own counsel as to the applicability of these laws
and regulations or any exemption there from. This material aims to provide information only and does not constitute and should not be construed as an offer to buy or sell or solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security
or financial instrument. Unless otherwise stated, all views expressed are those of Nordea Investment Funds S.A. This document may not be reproduced or circulated without prior permission and must not be passed to private
investors. This document contains information only intended for professional investors and independent financial advisers and is not intended for general publication. Reference to companies or other investments mentioned
within this document should not be construed as a recommendation to the investor to buy or sell the same, but is included for the purpose of illustration.

